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ON THE RUN BOOKS together form an encyclopedia that catalogs graffiti 
and urban art from around the world. Since 1990, the OTR team has built an 
ever-growing archive, eventually to be donated to the Museum of Urban Art, a 
project presently under development as part of the Campus of Urban Culture, 
which focuses on Hip Hop and graffiti culture. With every title, we digitize and 
preserve original material from various key artists, and bring their story to the 
public. All this, and in keeping with our motto: KNOW YOUR HISTORY.
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ZEBSTER AKA ZEB.ROC.SKI

ThIS book is Hip Hop history par excellence. Zeb-
ster is a graffiti writer, music producer (Zeb.Roc.Ski), 
self-made historian and organizer of international 
Hip Hop projects. He began breaking and writing 
graffiti in the early 80s and is considered to be one 
of the top European writers of this era. But Zebster 
also gained his fame in the global Hip Hop commu-
nity for many other feats.  He is well known for his ef-
fort and success in spreading the culture around the 
world. His life story is fascinating, hyperactive and at 
times controversial. Get it from the source, from the 
founder of On The Run, From Here To Fame and the 
label MZEE Records himself.
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EARLY YEARS

us something new he learned in a dance class—
‘the wave’. We were stunned and started to get re-
ally into this new dance. 

We missed the first screening of the movie 
Wild Style in ‘83 on German TV, but we saved the 
clippings from the newspaper. This had to be the 
first time that I had photos by Martha Cooper in my 
early Hip Hop collection. By late ‘83 you could see 
more and more breakdance on TV as well as on 
the street and in discos. One day after Christmas 
I did my first sketch, ‘Reckless’. Can2 was blown 
away and surprised me a week later with his own 
letter drawing. I had already tagged and scribbled 
my aka Rudi everywhere around school, getting 
told off by the headmaster for it all the time, but 
my first real graffiti name was Ducky Cool. Fedor 
(Can2) chose Cool Candy as his tag name and we 
started to get into drawing styles.

In 1979, when I was nine years old, my parents 
signed me up for the local Boy Scouts. That’s where 
I met Fedor, who later became Can2. He lived just 
five minutes down from our house so we used to 
hang out a lot and do all kinds of crazy stuff. At that 
time there weren’t many houses in our area so we 
used the big gardens and no-man’s-lands for our 
Boy Scout missions. For one year we joined the 
local school in parallel classes. Even when Can2 
later joined a different school, we still spent most of 
our free time together. His older brother Thorsten 
was a real nerd. Thorsten was into science fiction 
movies and started to collect comics from Carl 
Barks and Marvel. Soon after that, Can2 and I de-
veloped our own passion for comics that drove us 
to go to flea markets at five o’ clock in the morning. 
We not only collected and researched comics, but 
also started drawing ourselves. This brought me to 
our school magazine where I worked and became 
friends with the much older cartoonist Mibo. I re-
ally admired him and his artwork. In 1982 we got 
into BMX biking and through Thorsten we also had 
pretty early access to electro music like Kraftwerk 
and Jonzun Crew. Around that time we also used 

to hang out with the older BMX guys 
from Mainz and with them we listened 
to songs by Africa Bambaataa, I.O.U. 
and even rap songs by Grandmaster 
Flash and The Furious Five. As the 
US army had some bases in our area, 
we could tune into Hip Hop shows from 
New York City on the radio. 

Can2’s brother got the MK12 Tech-
nics player the same year and bought more and 
more obscure electro records imported from the 
States and the UK. He was into technical stuff and 
taped TV documentaries about New York, including 
short features about the emerging Hip Hop scene. 
One of our major influences was a documentary 
called ‘Breakout’, a forty-five-minute movie about 
dancers like Fabel and his posse who tried to make 
a living with dancing. It showed painted trains, this 
new dance labeled “break dance” by the media 
and the Bronx ghettos, over a background of hard 
rhyming from Melle Mel. Music television did not 
really exist at the time and the only program that 
showed music and video clips that we liked was 
the weekly forty-five-minute show called ‘Formel 1’. 
We sometimes found music clips from New York 
with BMXs and breakdancing in them. Our friend 
Hubert—later known as DJ Hubee Dee—showed Electric Breakdance Crew / Budenheim, Germany / 1984
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Scid’s brother DJ Cutsfaster, Crazy Break, Shark, 
Chana and Eugene, just to name a few. The battle 
between our crew Supreme Force vs. Fantastic 
Devils and many other b-boys like Swift Da Rock, 
Jase and Trickz (RIP) became legendary. The jam 
was over after midnight and then a group of twenty 
Hip Hop guys walked to the main train station to 
get home. We had to wait until after 5 am before 
the trains started to run again so we continued 
the jam and collected 35 Deutsche Mark by danc-
ing. We shared our experiences and contacts with 
Swift, JBK, Jase, Trickz and many others. For us, 
this was the most important jam to get connected 
to other German cities and even now, more than 
twenty years later, we are still in contact with some 
of the friends we made that night.

SWIFT: That was the fi rst jam in Germany that con-
nected many activists. A lot of those friendships 
still hold today. First we battled to check out if the 
others were really on the ball and then we chilled. 
The highlight of the evening was the battle between 
Supreme Force and us (Dörche of Fantastic Dev-
ils, Sony Jase, Trickz (RIP)). We were smashed by 
them, but it motivated me even more.
JASE: I was impressed by Zebster’s fast handglide 
and Can2’s fl are-headspins at the Dortmund battle. 
Zeb was real curious and eager to make contacts 
in the Hip Hop scene right across Germany.

I heard about the ‘tramper ticket’ from Swift and 
his sidekick JBK—a thirty-day ticket for all German 
trains with no limits. This started a new era of non-
stop traveling! My tramper ticket provided endless 
opportunities to travel and every weekend I was 

Darco and his Mom lived. It was past 2 am when I 
rang their bell and thank god… I got a place for the 
night. This time Darco showed me his black book 
and I was blown away. He was a major infl uence 
on me at that time.
DARCO: As a German living in Paris, I visited Mu-
nich often in the early 80s. That’s where I heard 
about Zebster and Can2 who came from a hick 
town near Mainz and painted graffi ti on trains in 
their black books with airbrush. One day, when I 
was about to paint with my FBI buddies Loomit 
and Cemnoz on the ‘Kings Road’ of Munich’s Hall 
of Fame, they passed by. We talked for a long time. 
About writing, style, and also generally about Hip 
Hop and breaking. Both of them were real Hip Hop 
heads just like me. From then on, we stayed in 
touch and have met often, like when Zebster came 
to Paris. Later I learned from Gawky, my FBI part-

somewhere else. I was hun-
gry for Hip Hop and if nothing 

happened in my area, I just jumped 
on a train and went where the action was. I am 
sure the DB (German Railway) had no idea—until 
now—how much they supported the growth of Hip 
Hop culture with these cheap tickets.

 I went to Paris on my own in July to catch up 
with Scid and the Gießen Posse. The plan was to 
meet them in France but it didn’t work out. They 
had already gone to the UK. So I called Darco 
(FBI) who showed me the Stalingrad Hall of Fame 
and Ticaret, one of the earliest Hip Hop stores in 
Europe. I was still a young gun and he looked out 
for me. After one or two days, I chased the oth-
ers to London but never found them. You have to 
understand that back then communication was a 
real mission—we stayed in touch with our friends 
by calling them on their parents’ landline phones 
or by mailing letters. So I killed time in London by 
tagging and discovered the Westbourne Park Hall 
of Fame. After three days I returned to Paris and 
because of a train accident I ended up arriving su-
per late at night. Luckily, I found my way to where 

ner, about all sorts of wild missions they’d been on 
together here and there. The two toured Europe 
wildly, after Gawky fl ed from Paris to Germany. 

Back at home, we kept up training sessions 
with Steve and visited him in Weinheim. I kept in 
contact with Jase and he told me about a jam in 
Hamburg. So in October Steve and his brother, 
Can2 and I drove by car to the St. Pauli Jam in 
Hamburg where we met Storm and some artists 
from The Hague—Omar and Mathieu.

Because I had founded the second branch of 
the Euro Graffi ti Union in Mainz, by the end of Oc-
tober we had been invited to paint a huge graffi ti 
commercial; the EGU was hired to decorate a dis-
tribution center of the German Post in Geretsried 
near Augsburg.

LOOMIT: An EGU job on a long concrete wall for 
the German Post distribution center near Augs-
burg brought us together on the same wall, but not 
on the same side. Graffi ti apartheid in those days 
meant that the Munich artists did the outside of the 
compound, while guests were responsible for the 
inside. But theirs was defi nitely a highlight.

Jase had some family in the Netherlands so 
Swift, JBK and I went with him to The Hague that 
winter. We watched the 60-minute version of Style 
Wars for the fi rst time and met Omar and Mathieu 
again.
MATHIEU DE RIDDER (DJ WHEEL JACK): I met Zeb-
ster in ‘87 at a jam in Hamburg. Shortly after that, he 
came to The Hague with Jase, Swift and JBK. We 
hung out in the Hall of Fame. It was a big square 
with walls all around where all the big writers from 
The Hague hung out and did pieces. That’s where 
this dope picture was shot. We also went to the 
legendary Hip Hop Sunday afternoon in the club 
‘Paard van Troje’.

happened in my area, I just jumped 
LOOMIT: An EGU job on a long concrete wall for 

from left to right: Can2, Zebster in Munich; EGU newspaper article; 
London tube ticket; Swift Da Rock, Steve, Shark, Eugene and others 
waiting for the fi rst train at Dortmund main Station; Zeb.Roc.Ski 
breaking at Stalingrad Hall of Fame; Swift Da Rock, Zebster, DJ 
Wheel Jack and others at The Hague Hall of Fame / 1987
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In THE summer of 1989 I went as a one-man army 
to New York City for the fi rst time. I worked for a 
couple of months in a glass factory beforehand to 
save the money for the trip. It is hard to imagine 
today, but I managed to bring around forty spray 
cans onto the airplane. I arrived safely with a bag 
full of Sparvar, Marabu, Auto-K and Multona and 
not too many clothes. 

At JFK airport I was picked up by Quik RTW 
and Sach. On the way to the city we stopped at a 
train yard. Sach wanted to check out a yard so we 
stepped on a private fence-roof to have a better 
view into the yard. A couple of minutes later the 
owner came out, looked up and started to yell at us. 
After a short verbal explosion we continued on our 

way to the city and hung out at Sach’s place, later 
joined by Sar, another old-school writer. I stayed in 
Quik’s apartment for the fi rst night and then moved 
to a super-cheap hostel with some friendly cock-
roaches. Over the fi rst few days I discovered the 
city and also visited Henry Chalfant in his studio 
in Grand Street, Chinatown. At his studio and later 
on my city tours I met many writers like Cav, Bruz, 
Veefer, and Seen. Near Henry’s studio was a com-
ic store called Sohozat where I bought some IGT 
magazines and other graff stuff. They were pretty 
interested in German fatcaps.

 Painting a classic NYC handball court was on 
my NYC to do list. We didn’t have them in Germa-
ny and I knew them from TV documentaries about 
New York. While checking out downtown Manhat-
tan, I found this handball court on the Lower East 
Side at Seward Park. Because the classic Crush 
City masterpiece by Erni painted in 1983 was 
crossed out, I assumed nobody would be both-
ered and decided to rock the wall. I came back the 
next day and fi lled the lower part of the mural with 
my piece and also fi xed the Zulu font and back-
ground of the original piece. You weren’t allowed 
to paint on those public handball courts anymore, 
but I managed to paint without any serious prob-
lems. The kids loved it and played next to me and 
a cop car drove away after I told them that it was 
a cultural project. I remember that I did the outline 
with Monex and the 3D effects with Sparvar Safran 
Yellow. Years later I heard from Lady Pink that Erni 
was not amused by this. Until today I’ve never had 
a chance to speak to him directly and apologize.

MEETIng AOK CREW
I MET Ven in front of Pearl Paint, a huge artist’s 
supply store in Chinatown where you could buy 
a good variety of Krylons. After a classic “Do you 
write?” introduction, I let Ven fl ip through my black 
book. Afterwards he invited me to the crib of Reas, 
his All Out Kings (AOK) bombing partner who 
lived near Canal Street. Once there we chilled and 
exchanged stories and experiences. Listening to 
Ven’s anecdotes was like listening to Style Wars 
part two. He was living it down to the bone and 
had real knowledge about the history of the NYC 
graffi ti movement.

nEW YORK CITY

Zebster black book / New York City, USA / 1989

Sach RTW and friend / New York City, USA / 1989
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ALEX PISTOJA, 14K MAGAZINE: Zebster saw the potential for a Hip Hop maga-
zine in Germany pretty early on. After our fi rst encounter in Biel in 1989, we 
started to cooperate with each other. He was contributing to our 14K maga-
zine with content and sent photos and sometimes also text on a regular basis. 
He was also supplying us with fat and skinny caps. Zebster’s ambitions and 
the limited potential in working through Switzerland ended up driving him to 
start his own magazines On The Run and MZEE. From my perspective, On 
The Run was also the fi rst “from Hip Hop for Hip Hop” brand. The OTR prod-
ucts introduced a new era of Hip Hop business. 

CMP: The magazines played a very important role in connecting the writ-
ers in Europe. In 1989 Spin and I came out with our fi rst issue of Fantazie. 
Through this black and white Danish Aerosol fanzine, Zebster and I got 
in contact. His spontaneous stop in my small hometown Naestved in the 
summer of 1990 really played a major role in connecting European writers. 
He came by train from Copenhagen, heard the name of my city on the 
train speakers and just got straight off. It was out of pure luck that my father 
found me painting at a deserted factory in the center of the city because 
I wasn’t home when Zebster called me up from the station, and my father 
couldn’t speak English. This, our fi rst encounter, later led to my participa-
tion in the MZEE Frischer Jam in Munich.
JACOB: In 1989 Zebster gave me a copy of 14K Hip Hop magazine—at this 
time just a few Xerox-copied pages folded in the middle—but it became the 
ignition for us to later start Underground Productions. I actually came up 
with this name and did a fi rst cover just a couple of months later, even if the 

fi rst issue didn’t come out until two years later.
SKENA: On The Run was the fi rst high quality graffi ti magazine of its time. 
Color pages in top quality with the best styles. Every writer I met was enthusi-
astic about the mag, and it has stayed like that right up until today when I hear 
writers talk about back then.
SLIDER: In the beginning of my writing career we had no graffi ti stores in Dres-
den. We had to buy all cans, caps and magazines in Berlin. I hardly had any 
mags when I was able to borrow my fi rst On The Run magazine, the special 
New York issue. I photocopied every single page and I’ve still got those pages 
in my collection.

me. The color pages were printed in Mainz and shipped by train to Munich. My 
most memorable moment was when those OTR black and white laser copies 
from Bomber Johan fi nally arrived in the Munich youth center Berg am Laim. 
It was the end of the year or early 1991 when Ces53 and Shamer arrived in 
their car after a nine hour trip and we could see the printed “result”. The tech-
nique that I used to put the mag together also came from Bomber Johan. The 
novelty was the color pages, funky advertisement and the service to order 
original prints of any black and white images. The next day I built a production 
line and soon the kids from the youth center were helping me to put them 
together. After 400 copies this new sport was not as interesting anymore so I 

“handmade” the rest of the 2000 copies myself.

ucts introduced a new era of Hip Hop business. 

tion in the MZEE Frischer Jam in Munich.
JACOB: 
time just a few Xerox-copied pages folded in the middle—but it became the 
ignition for us to later start Underground Productions. I actually came up 

“ I met Zebster shortly before at a jam or the same day 
we painted this A’dam subway. The e2e with the chopped 
off skeletons was pretty nice and ran for a while.” DELTA 
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BATES: I had already visited Stockholm, Amsterdam and Bridlington in the 
late 80s, so I was just excited to go to an international jam and meet and paint 
with writers from other parts of the world. We got a huge crowd of Danes to 
go to Munich and represent. There I met Ces53, Gor FBI, Wane and all the 
crazy Scandinavians. There were so many writers at the same place. It was 
very chaotic but also a lot of fun.MzEE FRISCHER

WHILE the previous MZEE Frisch jam was focusing more on the national 
scene, my challenge for MZEE Frischer (fresher) was to get bigger and more 
international. I wanted to present artists from various countries who rap in 
their own language. I had encountered some of them before on my Europe 
trips. The French rap scene had its first hurra and so I invited Little MCs from 
Paris as headliner; soon they released their debut album on a major French 
label. I met the Danish rap crew Flopstarz at an Ice Cube concert in Copenha-
gen a couple of months before. Advanced Chemistry from Germany was the 
best German live act back then and rapped in several languages like German, 
Italian and French. LSD from Germany and Luana from Switzerland were im-
portant pioneers so I invited them too. Beside the rap acts, we had the chance 
to bring Wane and Poem from New York and invited several European writers 
and b-boy crews like Enemy Squad from Hungary. With around 1,300 visitors 

from over twenty countries this was the biggest Hip Hop event at that time. 
My main problem was the unexpected Bavarian police attack. This caused so 
much trouble and negative vibrations which kept me busy the whole time. I 
have no memory of the jam, because I had to cancel a bigger painting action 
and had to reorganize and troubleshoot most of the time.
CMP: After Zebster visited me in Naestved he invited “all” of us to come to 
Munich to the MZEE Frischer jam. And as Wane said while doing his lecture 
here at my workplace: “Zebster invited me to go to Germany... I was invited to 
paint at this jam! People holding down the corner at my block told me not to 
go... man, Germany, that’s dangerous! But I went and it was the most impor-
tant trip for me ever! That’s how I met all the European writers”. That’s how 
many of us got connected face to face. Before that our Fantazie magazine 
received handwritten letters from all over, but that jam really played a major 
role in further connecting writers. Writers from Scandinavia even joined forces 
on the way down from Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Naestved. The 
ticket man yelling “Fahrkarte” gave up. Driving that train was crazy but that’s 
another story...
STONE: The MZEE Frischer Jam in 1991 was legendary. It was one of the 
biggest jams I had ever attended and it was a huge international gathering. It 
took place in Wolfrathshausen, a town outside of Munich, which was very tra-
ditionally Bavarian. They had a train yard there not far from the jam. We had ex-
pected that the Graffiti SoKo [Vandal Squad] had learned of earlier jams so we 
did not plan to go bombing on the same night of the jam. But when we arrived 
we found out the police wasn’t only aware of the jam but they were in panic. In 
front of the hall there were hundreds of police in full riot gear. Everyone who 
wanted to enter was checked and searched. It was completely disproportion-
ate. No one could seriously expect violence from those kids meeting there 
peacefully just to listen to music and dance. We later found out that the SoKo 
had briefed the local residents of this “criminal” meeting they had unknowingly 
given permission to take place and since it was also the hometown of the Ba-
varian Interior Minister at that time they decided to show their force.
CES53: The MZEE Frischer jam was really fun, there were more cops than 
writers. One time, a friend of ours saw a cop with a piece of paper with photos 
of me and Milk on it.

Poem, Wane, Zeb.Roc.Ski / MZEE Frischer Jam / Munich-Wolfrathshausen, Germany / 1991

Advanced Chemistry / MZEE Frischer Jam / Munich-Wolfrathshausen / 1991
right: Design by Kane, coloring by Can2 and Zebster / 1991

Wane with canvas / Youth Center Berg am Laim, Munich, Germany / 1991
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BERLIn WALL

I HAD painted the Berlin Wall varoius times before. 
The reason why we painted this time the Berlin Wall 

was for a documentary about the German Hip Hop 
scene, in which I was slightly involved and knew 
the directors. We represented the graffi ti part. The 
title was “Hip Hop Hurra?” and it was part of a doc-

umentary series called “Lost in Music” produced 
by the German TV station ZDF. After a sleepless 
night with my new girl, I arrived pretty exhausted 
in the morning. Over at the spot were a bunch of 

MODE 2, LOOMIT, ODEM, ZEBSTER / Berlin Wall, Germany / 1992

The fi rst MZEE Records release, 
Advanced Chemistry, ‘Fremd im eigenen Land’, 

12-inch, November 1992

other guys like Merda from Australia and MZEE 
Timo. I can’t remember any details except that it 
was pretty cold, Loomit painted a strange horse 
and Mode 2 did a character instead of my “B”.
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MzEE RECORDS 1992

TO squeeze the stories of a decade in the record 
and music business into two pages is quite impos-
sible. Just to portray the background of highlights 
and confl icts in those years would need another 
book. If you break down the MZEE Records era in 
numbers, the result would be around 100 indepen-
dent releases over more than ten years with approx. 
500,000 CD and vinyl sales in about twenty-fi ve 
countries and participation in 300 concerts, events 
and music festivals.

In late 1989 I got a call from Torch, an MC from 
the group Advanced Chemistry—abbreviated AC. I 
could have heard about them in the jam context or 
from other friends. At that time they were pretty un-
known in the scene, but he kept me on the phone for 
two hours to promote his music group and pushed 
me to invite them to one of my jams. Not much later 
I joined a jam—probably in Gießen—and met them 
for the fi rst time. They had an entertainment fac-
tor that I missed in other music groups and they 
were rapping in German and other languages. For 
the fi rst time I had the feeling that besides breaking 
and writing, their approach also created an individ-
ual identity in German rap music. I became friends 
with AC and their whole posse. In particular Torch, 
the young Stieber Twins and Gee 1 had a special 

kind of humor and positive social behavior com-
pared to similar local scenes. Their home base, 
Heidelberg, became my second home 
for a couple of years. There I analyzed 
the French Hip Hop scene with Torch—
it was older and more developed than 
the one in Germany. In 1990 I became 
the manager of Advanced Chemistry and 
promoted them through my jams and the 
concerts I organized for them. Topic (Ralf Kot-
thoff) was a music nerd dedicated to UK hardcore 
rap and was a bit arduous. He was working in the 
graphic department of a Heidelberg NATO base. Af-
ter I got frustrated with writing press information on 
an analog typewriter he offered his help and came 
the next day with various layout versions done on 
a computer! Wow…that really impressed me and 
Topic became the graphic guy for the MZEE proj-
ects. In the following months we spent more time 
working together and the idea of the MZEE Hip 
Hop magazine was developed. At this time none of 
the regular music magazines were really covering 
this new genre. After not being able to fi nd a record 
label which was interested in releasing the fi rst re-
cord by Advanced Chemistry, I was sure that an 
independent label platform was needed. 

In September 1991 I laid down a rough plan 
which became the guidelines for the following 
years. In 1992 I bought a computer for Topic and 
we were based in the studio “Rabenhorst”, the ga-
rage of the parents of DJ Pimp Valium, which was 
also the music studio of Advanced Chemistry and 

their posse. The fi rst 
MZEE magazine was 

released with a Hip Hop 
launch jam in July 1992 in the Munich Kulturstation. 
At the same time I founded the MZEE Records mu-
sic label to release AC’s fi rst record on the 2nd of 
November the same year. Andre Luth of Yo Mama 
Recordings and Ale Sexfeind of Buback Records 
advised me with their experience of running an 
independent music label. AC’s ‘Fremd im eigenen 
Land’ (Stranger in My Own Country) single be-
came a classic and paved the way for upcoming 
German rap records. Shortly after the ‘Joining 
Forces’ EP, the ‘Rude Poets’ single and the second 
AC single I released ‘Alte Schule’, the fi rst compila-
tion exclusively with German rap. The cover was 
drawn by Mode 2, who also supplied a bunch of 
artwork and logos for other releases. Together with 
the help of the Swat Posse and several MZEE vet-
erans, in 1993 I organized a big Hip Hop Festival 
as part of the Popkomm, the biggest music fair at 
that time. The idea behind it was to represent the 
alive and kicking Hip Hop scene with international 

guests like Blade from the UK and Sens Unik from 
Switzerland. It also included b-boy shows and a big 
graffi ti jam. The event was completely sold out but 
caused some hard beef with Advanced Chemistry, 
who claimed that all the people only came for them. 
This beef led to us stopping our work together. After 
continuing booking and management for several 
other German rap talents, together with Topic and 
Yan Mangels I founded the From Here To Fame Hip 
Hop agency in Cologne in 1995, which was an en-
gine to promote our culture in all aspects and con-
tinued to build business structures. That included 
a mail order service, the record label and cultural 
projects like the Battle of the Year and the fi rst b-
boy agency.

By 1998 I had released almost fi fty vinyls and 
CDs dedicated to German rap but was tired of both 
the attitude and business beefs with some artists 
and the building interest of major labels, who had 
no clue about the genre. I concentrated on my pas-
sion for b-boy related grooves, released instrumen-
tal records for a global niche market and also start-
ed my own music productions in the genre under 
my old b-boy name Zeb.Roc.Ski. The b-boy song 
that I produced with the Stieber Twins in 1993 was 
re-released in 1998 and became a classic in the 
Big Beat genre and even ended up in the top fi ve 
of the MTV dance charts.

Nowadays you can fi nd three to four releases in 
the polls for the most important German Hip Hop re-
cords, so I guess those releases did have an impact.

Yan Mangels I founded the From Here To Fame Hip 
Hop agency in Cologne in 1995, which was an en-
gine to promote our culture in all aspects and con-
tinued to build business structures. That included 
a mail order service, the record label and cultural 
projects like the Battle of the Year and the fi rst b-

By 1998 I had released almost fi fty vinyls and 
CDs dedicated to German rap but was tired of both 
the attitude and business beefs with some artists 
and the building interest of major labels, who had 
no clue about the genre. I concentrated on my pas-

Yan Mangels I founded the From Here To Fame Hip 
Hop agency in Cologne in 1995, which was an en-
gine to promote our culture in all aspects and con-
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WHILE the first ‘All City’ release was dedicated to the 80s and the ‘Style Wars’ 
era, the second extract of the planned ‘All City’ album paid homage to the 
European train writing times in the 90s and also to the days of UK Britcore rap. 
This is the reason why I featured Blade, because he was one of the most influ-
ential MCs of that era. Blade from London inspired us to run an independent 
label and after we toured a couple of times together we became good friends. 
When he was broke I bought him a drum machine and so he was happy to do 
me a favor. I wanted to shoot a classic graffiti chase music video and invited 
my old homies Gawky and Can2. To do so we went to the Kassablanca in 
Jena, a converted train station that became a youth club. The Kassablanca 
had train tracks on their area and used old trains as material warehouses. To-
gether with many supporters we painted a bunch of trains in traditional colors 
with roller paint, to use it as a playground and “bomb” it in the video shoot. The 
cover of the double record was designed in the style of the first On The Run 
issue. Looking back to the effort that was necessary for the whole project it 
was very disproportionate to the video result and the weather was hardcore: 
raining, freezing and snowing. But it’s a great memory to have worked with so 
many heads on one spot. Peace to Blade, Siegel Twins & the whole Jena Hip 
Hop family plus Cappo, our graphic designer and Star Wars fan.

On The Run train by GAWKY, ZEBSTER, CAN2 / Jena, Germany / 2001

On THE RUn vIDEO SHOOT

ON THE RUN-Double EP, a 
musical homage to the 90s Hip 
Hop era released in 2001

“ When I was at my absolute 
lowest point, ripped off by 
a distribution company, Zeb 
heard about the problems and 
called to see how I was doing 
and ended up funding me 
to buy an 8-track reel to reel 
recorder and a drum machine. 
Without this I really don’t think I would have been able to move forward. I have respect for a lot of pioneers in the game and to 
me Zebster is definitely one of 
those.” BLADE
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left: German-Chinese Hip Hop project / Wuhan, China / 2009

cultural manager of the German embassy in China. 
The setup for the graffiti competition was really 
great and the event was enjoyed by thousands of 
park visitors.

DSK, an old school UK DJ who has lived in Chi-
na for many years, was a great networker and was 
our connector to the Chinese Hip Hop scene. He or-
ganized getting the Beijing artists like MC Webber, 
DJ Jammin, and the Dragon Style Crew and also 
helped with all the communication. Shortly after 
they arrived, we prepared our show of Hip Hop ele-
ments with a group of almost twenty artists who had 
never performed together. The idea was to present 
a German-Chinese Hip Hop show and to demon-
strate the power of this culture to bring people from 
different backgrounds together. Ten hours later, we 

HIP HOP Deutschland und China by, Can2, Jay Flow, Artime Joe, Redy, Sinic / Wuhan, China / 2009

performed in front of a huge audience and because 
of our success the organizers gave us a longer per-
formance time for our follow-up show.
REDY: Over a hundred graffiti writers attended the 
second Wall Lords China stage together with the 
participants. They came from Sichuan, Xiamen, 
Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong and so on. The lo-
cal people from Wuhan were very energetic, help-
ful, and friendly. Zebster managed to plug in our 
competition as part of the cultural program of “Ger-
many and China – Moving Ahead Together”, so we 
managed to get supported by DuC and the Goethe 
Institut. He also brought in MCs, b-boys, beatbox-
ers, and DJs from Germany and China. Wall Lords 
in Wuhan wasn’t just a graffiti contest but was also 
filled with more Hip Hop elements. Wall Lords was 
taken to another level.

After our program in Wuhan I went to Bei-
jing with some artists for a concert at the Mixx 
Club and met And C, a cool Beijing graffiti writer. 
Can2, Jay Flow, and Artime Joe went from Wu-
han straight to Korea. The others stayed in Wuhan 
to take part in the program. After our concert in 
Beijing we went without sleep on an early morn-
ing flight to Shenzhen, where we met the rest of 
the crew again to do a final performance at the 
Whisper Festival, a Halloween open-air festival at 
the beach. There we painted a wooden wall using 
a quite limited paint stock. The show went pretty 
well, but we were stressed about packing our stuff 
to go back to the city, because most of the German 
artists had to leave the next day to 
get back to Germany.
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InDIA

WHILE preparing our new project, the ‘Indo-German 
Hip Hop & Urban Art Project 2011–2012’ as part 
of the ‘Germany + India’ year, I invited Loomit on 
a scouting and networking trip in March 2011. I 
needed a partner who could deal with all kinds 
of unexpected developments who had complete 
artistic flexibility, someone who would have no 
problem sleeping wherever we managed to rest. I 
was happy that Loomit was down to support me 
from the beginning. Like me, he was really curious 
about India, because both of us had never traveled 
to this huge country. We met halfway at Istanbul 
airport and took the airplane to Mumbai together.
LOOMIT: Kenneth Lobo, the English Grammar Nazi, 
journalist and music mastermind, was our host in 
Mumbai. Zebster and he organized a breakfast with 

above: Loomit at work
left: workshop class / Warangal, India / 2011

Dhanya Pilo from the Wall Project, an Indian artist 
who started to use the area around Chapel Road 
in Bandra (West), a suburb in Bombay that is a 
magnet for creative and artistic people as a place 
to paint, the French writer Rock and a couple of lo-
cal writers and b-boys. It did not take long before I 
stood in front of my first wall there, right in the mid-
dle of heavy traffic, while Zebster was preparing a 
big meeting with all the b-boys from Mumbai.

As expected, it didn’t take long until Loomit was 
painting without any complaints about the quality of 
the spray cans. We arrived at 5 am at the Mumbai 
airport and had our first networking meeting at 8 am. 
After lunch, Loomit painted Jo’s aquarium; a cool 
guy who made his living breeding fishes on Chapel 
Road, Bandra. Dhanya, Ken and the other Mumbai 
partners were really nice and supportive in con-
necting me with the right people and showing me 
the important spots in the city. When I joined Loomit 
later in the afternoon he told me about some great 
walls he had already discovered.
LOOMIT: A friend of Jo and local support of the 
Wall Project took me up to Mount Mary, where I 
had a couple of big walls to paint, with an awe-
some view over the bay and the newly built Bandra 
bridge. This was where we painted together the 
next day, with the special feature that the whole 
neighborhood around us observed a Hindu spring 

festival, which is traditional-
ly celebrated with intense 
color-pigments followed by 
throwing bucketfuls of 
water.

Loomit is cool at cre-
ating great murals with 
any kind of limited mate-
rials. He did a mural ded-
icated to Otto Lilienthal, 
the German guy who 
invented the first glid-
ing flight. With two spray can colors and some roller 
paint I did a regular piece while numerous local kids 
were jumping around me. Since it was a church fes-
tival we had to taste the local food and some new 
alcohol combinations with the organizers. They cel-
ebrated that we had painted their walls. Over the 
next few days we met many locals and organized 




